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There were continuous positive Arctic Oscillation index (AOI) and large-scale weather and
climate anomalies in the Northern Hemisphere in the winter and spring of 2019/2020, and
the relationship between these anomalies is an important issue for subseasonal to
seasonal (S2S) predictability. This study shows that an AOI event with splitting
characteristics occurred in the Northern Hemisphere and that there was a gap
between the periods in event, which has not been observed in any of the 12 previous
positive AOI events. The 3 stages of upward propagating planetary wave (UPPW) variation
caused the gap between the periods. First, in early November, the westerly flow from the
troposphere to the stratosphere weakened, resulting in persistent weak UPPWs that
allowed a strong polar vortex to form. Then, the two strong UPPWs in January and early
February caused the original westerlies to decelerate and induced warming in the lower
stratosphere. However, the UPPWs caused only moderate changes in the geopotential
height and temperature due to the strong polar vortex that had formed in the previous
stage. This moderate AOI decline resulted in the conditions that divided the positive event
into two periods. Finally, the low-level westerlies became stronger and strengthened the
UPPWs into the stable stratosphere, which ended the second positive AOI period in late
March. The role of zonal circulation anomalies (ZCA) in the upper stratosphere asmetrics of
and intermediates in UPPW-AO interactions is revealed in this study. The typical ZCA
development mode was identified by statistical analysis and a composite treatment based
on eight historical positive AOI events. In this mode, when strong UPPWs occur and lead to
the consequent propagation of the ZCA from the stratosphere to the troposphere, the
geopotential height field in the lower troposphere changes away from a typical AO mode;
eventually, the AOI becomes abnormal. The temperature anomaly and ZCA produced in
the two positive AOI periods during the winter and spring of 2019/2020 led to increasing
precipitation in the eastern polar region, northern Asia, and areas along 60°N latitude.
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INTRODUCTION

In the winter and spring of 2019/2020, the Northern Hemisphere
stratospheric polar vortex was extremely strong, cold, and
persistent, which led to record ozone depletion in the Arctic,
abnormal warm weather in the midlatitudes, and the highest
Arctic Oscillation index (AOI) in history. From January to March
2020, two strong positive AOI periods occurred (Kim et al., 2020;
Lawrence et al., 2020), and the AOI reached its highest value in
February, which led to a poleward shift in the zonal-average
midlatitude jet, the shrinkage of the polar vortex region, and the
strengthening of the polar vortex. These circulation and polar
vortex anomalies had obvious impacts on the climate anomalies
of the winter and spring of 2019/2020. As the results show, these
two periods induced obvious precipitation anomalies in polar
regions and high latitudes, with severe drought occurring
throughout Greenland, central Baffin Island, and western
China and heavy rainfall occurring in northern Eurasia. This
study uses the reanalysis data from CPC, NNR, and CMAP to
show the two positive AOI periods in the Northern Hemisphere
caused by circulation anomalies, i.e., the variation in the
westerlies and the consequent violent UPPW amplitude
changes during the winter and spring of 2019/2020. Special
issues focusing on “The Exceptional Arctic Stratospheric Polar
Vortex in 2019/2020: Causes and Consequences” were proposed
by scientists in Geophysical Research Letters (GRL) and the
Journal of Geophysical Research (JGR): atmospheres. Consequently,
the cause and influence of the Arctic Oscillation anomaly in 2020
are in urgent need of the study.

The Arctic Oscillation (AO) is the dominant mode of
atmospheric circulation variability in the extratropical region
of the Northern Hemisphere in boreal winter, and the most
common feature is the oscillation phenomenon of reversed sea
level pressure (SLP) anomalies in the high and midlatitude
regions (Thompson and Wallace, 1998; Baldwin and
Dunkerton, 1999; Ambaum et al., 2001). Recent studies have
shown that positive (negative) pressure anomalies in polar
regions tend to occur with a corresponding zonal negative
(positive) pressure anomaly area along the midlatitude region
of the Northern Hemisphere; thus, the AO is usually referred to as
the near-surface mean sea level pressure (MSLP) pattern related
to the northern annular modes (NAMs) (Baldwin et al., 2003; Hill
et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2012).

Observational and modeling results have provided evidence of
stratosphere-troposphere coupling across many time scales (Rind
and Lacis, 1993; Feng et al., 2013; Feng et al., 2017; Hu et al.,
2017). However, anomalies in the lowermost stratosphere have
nonlocal dynamical effects that are too weak to account for the
magnitude of the observed surface pressure changes (Haynes
et al., 1991), while the influence of stratospheric winds on the
downward reflection of planetary scale waves originating in the
troposphere remains uncertain (Sheng et al., 2020).

Through interactions with synoptic-scale waves, which have
wavelengths from 1,000 to 5,000 km, the anomalies of
stratosphere winds could be amplified to affect tropospheric
circulations and inducing surface pressure changes
corresponding to the AO (Haynes and Shepherd, 1989; Lorenz

and Hartmann, 2003; Zhao et al., 2019). These synoptic scale
waves can extend several kilometres into the stratosphere, be
affected and modulated by stratospheric wind anomalies, and
transmit these anomalies downward to the troposphere
(Domeisen et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2018a; He et al., 2020). After
receiving, amplifying, and transferring the stratospheric wind
anomalies to the troposphere, the synoptic scale waves finally
affect the atmosphere and ocean (Haynes and Shepherd, 1989).

Consequently, the AO is an important part of the
stratosphere-troposphere coupling period that receives the
amplified signal of the stratospheric anomaly and transmits it
to the troposphere and ocean in extratropical regions of the
Northern Hemisphere.

The negative (positive) phase of the stratospheric AO
corresponds to a weaker (stronger) and warmer (colder)
stratospheric polar vortex with larger (smaller) amplitudes of
wave flow surrounding the polar region (Kuroda, 2002; Baldwin
et al., 2003).

Strong negative AOI periods are usually accompanied by
strong upward propagating planetary waves (UPPWs), which
perturb the stratospheric polar vortex, cause sudden stratosphere
warming events (SSWs), and serve as a potential source of
subseasonal to seasonal (S2S) predictability of surface weather
and climate (Taguchi, 2018; Domeisen et al., 2020b; Rao et al.,
2020b; Minami and Takaya, 2020; Taguchi, 2020). The sharp and
large temperature increases in the polar stratosphere, which lead
to a largely distorted and even broken-down polar vortex, are
called SSWs (Taguchi, 2020). Previous studies have shown the
importance of predicting negative phases of the AO, which are
associated with extreme cold conditions over Eurasia and North
America in the boreal winter. Moreover, SSW can impact various
socioeconomic sectors. Consequently, the accurate prediction of
the negative AO-related conditions with a long lead time has
received considerable attention in the literature (Taguchi, 2017;
Rao et al., 2019a; Domeisen et al., 2020a; Afargan-Gerstman and
Domeisen, 2020; Ma et al., 2020; Minami and Takaya, 2020).
Recent research found that the negative stratospheric annular
mode associated with an SSW can cause sustained impacts on
surface climate via the excitation of the negative tropospheric
southern or NAMs (Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001; Baldwin et al.,
2003; Sigmond et al., 2013; Domeisen, 2019; Rao et al., 2020a; Rao
et al., 2020b; Department of Industry, S., Energy and Resources,
Australian Government, 2020). Producing reliable predictions of
SSWs is of primary importance due to the major role the
stratosphere plays in the S2S predictability of the extratropical
climate (Rao et al., 2019b; Domeisen et al., 2020b; Taguchi, 2020).

However, the positive phases of the AO have also been shown
to warm midlatitude continental interiors and drastically reduce
the Arctic Ocean’s ice cover (Gillett et al., 2002; Darby et al., 2012;
Limoges et al., 2020). In addition, a positive bias in the AO pattern
is associated with stratospheric cooling and increased levels of
greenhouse gases (GHGs) (Sewall and Sloan, 2001; Kim et al.,
2020). Considering the current trend in climate warming, it is
necessary to gain more accurate predictions of the positive AO-
related conditions. When the AO is positive, pressures are lower
than normal over the polar cap and higher at low latitudes,
resulting in stronger midlatitude westerlies, especially across the
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Atlantic Ocean. Northern Europe and much of the United States
are warmer and wetter than average, and southern Europe is drier
than the average (Zhou et al., 2002). At the Earth’s surface, the
AO is characterized by the downward propagation of
extratropical anomalies (Kodera et al., 1990; Coughlin and
Tung, 2005), acting as a medium of stratosphere-troposphere
coupling and therefore affecting the weather in the troposphere
(Rind et al., 2005; Kolstad and Charlton-Perez, 2011; Yu et al.,
2018b; Mai et al., 2020).

Large weather and climate anomalies in the Northern
Hemisphere in the winter of 2019/2020 have been considered to
be closely related to the significant negative anomalies in the AO
during this winter. Consequently, a detailed discussion of the causes
and consequences of these two strong positive AOI periods
(Sections Geopotential Height Field and Temperature Variability
and The Role of Planetary Waves in the Development of Positive
Arctic Oscillation Index Periods) and a formal statistical analysis
based on eight historical positive AOI periods (Section The Splitting
Characteristics of the Positive Arctic Oscillation Index Event in the
Winter and Spring of 2019/2020) were conducted to show the
influence of positive AOI periods in winter on atmospheric
circulation and climate anomalies in the Northern Hemisphere.
The results provide a better understanding of the evolution periods
and possible influence pathways of these anomalies and provide a
certain scientific basis for understanding the occurrence and
prediction of positive AOI periods (Xie et al., 2017a; Yu et al., 2019).

DATA AND DATA PROCESSING METHODS

The daily (monthly) anomaly defined here is the difference between
the original value and the daily (monthly) perennial climate average
value of each grid. In addition, themonthly and daily AOIs are from
the United States Climate Prediction Center (CPC).

The AOI used here is defined using the daily or monthly
1,000 hPa geopotential height anomaly (GHA) from latitudes
20°N to 90°N. The anomalies are projected onto the AO loading
pattern, which is defined as the first leading mode of an empirical
orthogonal function (EOF) analysis of the monthly mean 1,000 hPa
geopotential height during the 1979–2000 period. The year-round
monthly mean anomaly data are used to obtain the loading pattern
of the AO. Finally, the time series is then normalized with the
monthly mean index’s standard deviation.

To analyze the AO in the mid and high latitudes of the
Northern Hemisphere and its effects on circulation, air
temperatures, geopotential heights, and both zonal and
meridional circulation patterns were derived from global daily
and monthly NCEP/NCAR reanalysis 1 (NNR) data (Kalnay
et al., 1996) spanning from January 1948 to May 2020 with a
horizontal resolution of 2.5° × 2.5° and a vertical atmosphere
structure stratified into 17 levels from 1,000 to 10 hPa (∼32 km).

When studying the characteristics of planetary waves, the
method of using the Eliassen–Palm (EP) flux to diagnose
planetary wave activity is commonly used (Edmon et al., 1980
and Chen et al., 2003). The eddy forcing of the zonal mean flow,
represented as divergence due to planetary waves, is calculated by
the quasi-geostrophic form of the EP flux in spherical geometry

(Matsuno, 1970; Kodera et al., 2008; Nishii et al., 2009; Birner and
Albers, 2017). The definitions of the EP flux and its divergence are

F � ( − ρa cosφu′]′, ρa cosφ
Rf
HN2

u′]′),DF � ∇ · F→
ρa cosφ

, (1)

where F is the EP flux; its zonal and vertical component are Fy �
−ρa cosφu′]′ and Fz � ρa cosφ · (Rf /HN2) · v′T ′, respectively; ρ is
the air density; a is the radius of the Earth; φ is the latitude; R is the
gas constant; f is the Coriolis parameter;H is a constant-scale height
(7 km); N is the buoyancy frequency; and u′, ]′, and T ′ are the
corresponding disturbances of the wind field and temperature field
caused by quasisteady planetary waves, respectively, of which the
sum of zonal wavenumbers (WNs) one through three in the zonal
Fourier harmonics of the geopotential height field is used to
represent stationary planetary wave activity. The data used for
calculating the EP flux are NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data.

NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data provide rich atmospheric
information with a temporal coverage since 1948, although the
accuracy fluctuates with time due to the different satellite remote
sensing data used at different times in data assimilation. Previous
validation tests of NCEP/NCAR data have shown that the data
before 1968 are generally considered to be unreliable because of
the lack of satellite observations before 1968 and the different
daily averaging methods applied over the 1948–1957 period
(Yang et al., 2002 Inoue and Matsumoto, 2004). However, the
CPC AOI is based on the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis; thus, the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis is used for consistency in this study.
The data from 1948 to 2020 are only used to calculate the mean
value of the climate state in this study, and the selected historical
positive AOI periods are all from 1970 to 2020.

The precipitation data used in this study are derived from CPC
Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) data (Xie and Arkin,
1997), which provide monthly precipitation values spanning
January 1979–September 2020. The CMAP data were
constructed by merging gauge and satellite estimates (Yin et al.,
2004; Li et al., 2015). The satellite retrievals include Geostationary
Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) precipitation index
(GPI), outgoing longwave radiation (OLR), special sensor
microwave/imager (SSM/I) scattering and SSM/I emission,
precipitation index (OPI), and microwave sounding unit (MSU)
data (Xie and Arkin, 1997; Li et al., 2015). The spatial coverage of
the CMAP data is within 88.75°N– 88.75°S, 1.25°E–358.75°E,
divided into 144 × 72 global grids, of which the horizontal
resolution is 2.5° in latitude and longitude (Xie and Arkin, 1997;
Xie et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2008; Negrón Juárez et al., 2009).

ANALYSIS OF THE POSITIVE ARCTIC
OSCILLATION INDEX EVENT FROM
JANUARY TO MARCH 2020

Development of Positive Arctic Oscillation
Index Events
The yearly average AOIs in 2020 in January, February, andMarch
were higher than previous values, and February exhibited the
highest value over the past 50 years, 3.42 (Figure 1A). It is
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noteworthy that the daily average AOI on February 21 was the
first to exceed six on record (Figure 1B).

In this study, the positive AOI events are defined by the
strength and duration of the AOI: a positive AOI event has
maximum AOI exceeding four and an average exceeding 1.5 and
has a time span exceeding 30 days.

The positive AOI event in the winter and spring of 2019/2020
was characterized according to the above criteria. The entire event
was divided into two positive AOI periods. The first positive
anomaly period occurred in December and ended in January, and
the second occurred in January and ended inMarch (Figure 9M).
The two periods exhibited completely different characteristics. In
the first period, the AOI changed rapidly from negative to positive
and reached its first peak value of 3.68 on January 1, 2020;
thereafter, the AOI fluctuated and reached its third and
strongest peak value of 4.51 on January 13. Then, the AOI
weakened gradually and finally ended with a negative value on
January 28, though the first period ended on January 22 according
to the calculations. The second period occurred in late February
and developed over a longer time scale with a stronger intensity
than the first. The AOI increased slowly at first and then
accelerated, which led to the peak of 5.91 on February 10,
then declined rapidly and finally increased again, reaching its

highest peak value of 6.07 on February 21, which is the highest
daily AOI ever recorded.

Geopotential Height Field and Temperature
Variability
The AO corresponds to a reversal of the spatial trend in the
geopotential height field between high and midlatitudes, which is
closely connected with the temperature field. Thus, we compare
the variability in these two fields with the tendency of the AOI to
determine a relationship between them.

The difference in the zonal-average temperature and geopotential
height between 60 and 90°N at 20 hPa (Figure 2A) shows a persistent
strong negative GHA and temperature anomalies from December
2019 to mid-March 2020 except for two steep spikes that occurred
from January 16 to February 14, which increased the GHA and
temperature anomalies but was unable to reverse the meridional
gradient and break the polar vortex. The spikes occurred in the gap
between two positive AOI periods; when the AOI decreased, the weak
positive value became negative on January 28 and 29 (Figure 1B). The
sudden spikes in the gap could be explained by two UPPW events on
January 14 and February 1 (Figure 2B), during which UPPWs were
brought up through the tropopause and arrived in the stratosphere of

FIGURE 1 | (A) Mean AOI from January to March during 1970–2020. (B) Daily AOI from October 1, 2019 to April 30, 2020.
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mid and high latitudes (Figures 2C and 2E). However, it should be
highlighted that the enhancement of UPPWs did not cause the
occurrence of SSW events, of which the breakdown of the polar
vortex and reversal of the meridional temperature gradient is typical
(Matsuno, 1971) but only heated the polar region of the stratosphere
where the polar vorticeswere originally strong. TheUPPWsdissipated
and resulted in a reverse trend in the stratospheric circumpolar jet,
thus reducing the intensity of the polar vortex and expanding the polar
vortex. This weakening of the polar vortex enhanced the meridional
circulation while decelerating the zonal circulation, which led to
observable troughs and ridges that appeared at midlatitudes. The
enhanced meridional circulation accelerated air exchanges between
polar regions and warmer lower latitude areas, leading to increases in
polar temperatures by nearly 30 K in a few days, which could not
match the intensity of the SSWs but was certainly the direct cause of
the termination of the first positive AOI period. This can be seen in
Figure 1B where the two UPPW events caused a sudden decrease in
the AOI inmid-January. However, this influence soon dissipated with
the AOI increasing again, and the second positive AOI period began.

The cause of the rapid dissipation of the influence is discussed in detail
in Section The Role of Planetary Waves in the Development of Positive
Arctic Oscillation Index Periods.

The GHA shows the same characteristics from January 2020 to
March 2020, during which the strong negative GHA dominated
the polar regions and high latitudes, while the strong positive
GHA dominated the North Atlantic and North Pacific in the
midlatitudes. In January, the contrast between the positive and
negative GHAs in the mid and high latitudes was relatively weak,
and the positive anomaly areas were distributed in clusters
(Figure 3A). In February and March, both the positive and
negative GHAs were enhanced, while the positive developed
into a zonal distribution (Figure 3B); thus, the contrast
between the positive and negative GHAs in the mid and high
latitudes in the second period in February and March became
stronger than that of the first period in January, which was
consistent with the results of a previous analysis of the
monthly average AOI variability during the two positive AOI
periods from January to March (Figure 1B).

FIGURE 2 | (A) The difference in the zonal-average at 20 hPa temperature and geopotential height at 90°N and 60°N. (B)Mean daily vertical component of the 1–3
zonal waves’ EP flux north of 60°N at 10–200 hPa (standardized). (C)Global vertical profile of the EP flux for January 19–January 25, 2020. (D)Mean daily westerly flow at
the tropopause between 100 and 200 hPa (standardized). (E) Global vertical profile of the EP flux for February 14–February 20, 2020.
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The GHA distribution was clearly indicative of a positive AOI
period. From January to April, the AOI first increased and then
decreased, with the highest peak in February (Figure 1B). The
GHA distribution was largely unchanged from January to April,
and the polar vortex boundary withdrew gradually to latitudes
north of the 60th parallel, which caused the typical GHA feature of
the positive AOI period, i.e., a strong negative GHA center
restricted to high latitudes and the positive GHA in the
midlatitudes (Figures 3A–C). In April, the typical GHA feature
of the positive AOI period broke as the AOI decreased (Figure 3D).

The Role of Planetary Waves in the
Development of Positive Arctic Oscillation
Index Periods
Previous studies have suggested that quasistationary planetary
waves in winter, which are mainly excited by the dynamic forcing
of the Earth’s terrain and the thermal forcing generated by the

land distribution, can extend up to the stratosphere with the
westerlies (Charney and Drazin, 1961; Lin et al., 2012; Garfinkel
et al., 2020) and exert certain effects on the stratospheric
circulation through the interaction of current flow and wave.
Standardized values of the vertical component time series of
mean latitudinal 1–3 waves’ EP flux north of 60°N at 10–200 hPa
(Figure 2B) show variability in the planetary waves reaching the
stratosphere. In the case of the one to three waves, planetary
waves entering the stratosphere had oscillations on a monthly
time scale. The positive peaks in late January, early February, late
February, and March represented relatively strong UPPWs in
stratosphere, which corresponded well with the rise in the
geopotential height and air temperature difference between
60 N and 90°N at 20 hPa (Figure 2A). It should be noted that
the end of the first positive AOI period and two spikes
representing sudden geopotential height increases and
warming in the polar stratosphere were caused by two
relatively strong UPPWs in late January and early February.

FIGURE 3 | Monthly average GHA distribution in (A) January 2020, (B) February 2020, (C) March 2020, and (D) April 2020 in the Northern Hemisphere at
1,000 hPa.
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The UPPWs can be clearly seen in Figures 2C and 2E, in which
the EP flux in the mid and high latitudes exhibited an obvious
upward propagating trend at 10–100 hPa.

The westerlies enhanced the UPPWs from the troposphere to the
stratosphere, and the mechanism by which the positive AOI period
occurred was through these planetary waves, which can be
represented by three stages of UPPWvariation (weak-strong-stable).

First, in early November, the tropospheric westerlies weakened
(Figure 2D), resulting in weak UPPW propagation (Figure 2B).
The weakening of the UPPWs from mid-November to mid-
January enhanced the polar vortex, and as a result, a persistent
negative geopotential height anomaly appeared in the upper
stratosphere (Figure 2A). This persistent (two months) low
intensity (after standardization: −2.5) UPPW situation allowed
the stratospheric circulation to recover from the weak polar
vortex situation and gradually formed a strong polar vortex
under the effect of radiative balance. The strong polar vortex
led to the following results. The first result was the high AOI in
the beginning of the first positive AOI period. The second result
was the continuous existence of negative potential height and
temperature anomalies in the stratosphere during and after the
two UPPW events (the first UPPW event: January 17–25; the
second UPPW event: February 1–6) because of the counteraction
between the strong polar vortex and the UPPWs. The third result
was the positive AOI situation in the subsequent planetary wave
transport period (February 14–March 26) after the UPPWs.

Then, therewere two relatively strongUPPWs in January and early
February; the heat flux emitted by broken UPPW caused the westerlies
in the stratosphere to decelerate and the stratosphere to warm up.
However, the strong polar vortex that formed in the previous stage
limited the UPPW effectiveness. Thus, the UPPWs were not able to
trigger a reversal in the gradient of the geopotential height and
temperature before it diminished but caused quantitative changes. If
the original polar vortex was weak, the upper westerlies could have
been converted from the normal westerlies to easterlies by sufficiently
strong UPPWs when the polar region temperature increased
dramatically and the SSW event occurred (Andrews et al., 1987).

Finally, the lower westerlies developed upward and carried
substantial UPPWs into the stable stratosphere, which weakened
the polar vortex again, heated and increased the GHA in the
stratosphere (Figure 2A), and ended the second positive AOI
period. It can be clearly seen from Figures 4A and 4B that the
temperature anomaly and GHA in the mid and upper
stratosphere developed to a maximum negative peak around
March 5 and then increased gradually when the polar vortex
was weakened under the effect of broken UPPW.

The strong positive AOI periods are notable because of their
long-lasting formation time, and the weak stage of UPPWs from
mid-November to mid-January provided the polar vortex nearly
2 months to recover, which is unusual. Prior to this, the positive
AOI period in early 1989 had the longest weak UPPW stage,
which had a negative vertical EP flux for 50 days from the

FIGURE 4 | Vertical profiles of the (A) daily zonal-average temperature anomaly, (B) GHA, and (C) ZCA for areas north of 60°N latitude from January 1 to April 30.
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beginning of December to the middle of January. This long
formation time provided the strong positive AOI period more
time to reach a more stable stage to affect the climate and cope
with the UPPWs, which made the AOI period extremely strong
and persistent in this year. Although the UPPWs were strong,
they could not effectively weaken the polar vortex or the spatial
trend in the geopotential height field. Consequently, the UPPWs
did not trigger a reversal in the gradient of the geopotential height
and temperature before they diminished (Figure 2A), but
quantitative changes did occur. Moreover, the formation of
positive AOI periods is complex. They can be caused by the
development of the stratospheric polar vortex during the weak
UPPW stage, combined action of the El Niño-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) cycle and climate warming (detailed in
Section The Splitting Characteristics of the Positive Arctic
Oscillation Index Event in the Winter and Spring of 2019/
2020), or by a change in the stratospheric circulation itself.
However, the westerlies combined with the consequent
UPPWs provided the main reason for the AO anomalies in 2020.

ANALYSIS OF THE CAUSE OF THE ARCTIC
OSCILLATION ANOMALY FORMATION

Vertical Variability in the Atmosphere
Corresponding to Arctic Oscillation
Anomaly Formation
According to the above analysis of the AO anomalies, the positive
AOI event could be divided into two periods. The first occurred in

late December and January and was accompanied by a weak
temperature anomaly, GHA, and zonal circulation anomaly
(ZCA) in the upper stratosphere (Figures 4A, B, and D).
The second occurred in February and March and was
accompanied by a persistent strong positive AOI period in
the upper stratosphere and its downward development. Due
to UPPWs, there was a sudden reversal at the end of January.
The vertical cross-section of the daily zonal-average GHA and
zonal wind anomaly of areas north of 60° latitude from January 1
to April 30 represented the characteristics of the AO
development (Figures 4B and 4D). Both the geopotential
height and the zonal wind showed relatively weak anomalies
in January, stronger anomalies in February and March, and a
sudden decline in the anomalies in the stratosphere at the end of
April. The distributions of the GHA and zonal wind anomaly
were obviously similar in the stratosphere where the negative
GHA area corresponded with the positive zonal wind anomaly
region. The stronger the negative GHA is in the stratosphere, the
larger the contrast between the negative GHA at high latitudes
and the positive GHA at midlatitudes is, the higher the intensity
of the positive AO anomaly is, and the stronger the zonal wind
anomaly is. Compared with the GHA and zonal wind anomaly,
the temperature anomaly in areas north of 60° latitude from
January 1 to April 30 exhibited the same variability but with a
lower altitude for the anomaly center (Figure 4D), indicating
that the temperature variability was closely related to the AO
anomaly period. According to the analysis of the geopotential
height, zonal wind, and temperature, the anomaly source of
these two positive AOI periods was at the top of the
stratosphere, and the downward development of the anomaly

FIGURE 5 |Monthly vertical profiles of the zonal-average GHA in the Northern Hemisphere in (A) December 2019, (B) January 2020, (C) February 2020, (D)March
2020, (E) April 2020, and (F) May 2020.
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caused the consistent variability in the troposphere and
stratosphere. The anomaly source was so strong in control of
the stratosphere in March that a small perturbation of
temperature on March 20 dissipated quickly. The meridional
wind was weak during the positive phase of the AO. The small
positive meridional wind anomaly existed both at the top and
bottom of the stratosphere (Figure 4C); however, this is difficult
to analyze because the meridional wind anomaly and the
atmospheric perturbation exhibited similar intensities. It
should be noted that not all AO periods first appear in the
stratosphere because tropospheric feedbacks can also play an
important role in AO development.

In summary, the second positive AOI period was stronger than
the first, with quantitative differences including a more powerful
temperature anomaly and GHA center in the stratosphere
(Figures 4A and 4B) and qualitative differences in the
development of the ZCA, which was so powerful in the
stratosphere that it propagated downward into the lower
troposphere in March (Figure 4D). It should be mentioned
that the strong positive AOI period is completely different
from the weak positive AOI period. The division criteria for
determining a positive AOI period from normal variability in the
AOI has been defined in Data and Data Processing Methods. The
substandard positive AOI period in April (Figure 1B), which was
too transient and with low intensity, did not form a typical
positive AOI mode in the GHA field (Figure 3D) similar to
the previous positive AOI periods (Figures 3B and 3C) and
maintain control of the stratosphere (Figures 4A, B, andD in late
April).

Zonal Influence of the Arctic Oscillation
Anomaly on Atmospheric Layers
The monthly mean latitude-altitude profile of the zonal-average
GHA from December 2019 to May 2020 shows a strong negative
GHA in the stratosphere in high latitude areas, and the polar
region moved downward beginning in December and dissipated
in May, which caused a consistent negative GHA from the
troposphere to the stratosphere at high latitudes; this occurred
with a positive anomaly oscillation of the AO and a
corresponding positive GHA over mid and low latitudes. A
positive GHA appeared in the stratosphere at midlatitudes in
January (Figure 5B). This positive GHA developed gradually in
the troposphere at high latitudes (Figure 5E) and counteracted
the negative anomaly in May (Figure 5F). The positive GHA
centers in the midlatitudes appeared mainly between the
tropopause and mid-stratosphere where the positive AO
anomaly was strongest, as previously mentioned. The negative
GHA at high latitudes from January to March (Figures 5B–D)
dominated all of the high latitudes from the bottom of the
troposphere to the top of the stratosphere, forming a stable
characteristic of a positive AO anomaly with a positive GHA
in the midlatitudes.

Similar results are shown in the monthly mean latitude-
altitude profile of the zonal-average temperature anomaly from
December 2019 to May 2020 (Figure 6) where the temperature in
the stratosphere of the high latitudes exhibited a strong negative
anomaly but at lower altitudes than the GHA. The strong negative
temperature anomaly center had been developing downward
slowly since December due to the obstruction of the positive

FIGURE 6 |Monthly vertical profile of the zonal-average temperature in the Northern Hemisphere in (A) December 2019, (B) January 2020, (C) February 2020, (D)
March 2020, (E) April 2020, and (F) May 2020.
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temperature anomaly in the lower troposphere but finally
encompassed the high latitudes from the bottom of the
troposphere to the mid-stratosphere in March (Figure 6D). In
contrast, the negative GHA at high latitudes, which formed a
typical characteristic of a positive AOI period, occurred with a
positive GHA in the midlatitudes (Figures 5B–D), corresponding
with the prior GHA distribution in the Northern Hemisphere
(Figures 3A–C). The scale of the temperature anomaly contrast in
February and March was obviously larger than that in January

(Figures 6B–D), which led to the second positive anomaly period
being stronger than the first (Figure 1B). The strong positive
temperature anomaly formed near the top of the stratosphere at
high latitudes in March (Figure 6D) and moved downward to
suppress the negative temperature anomaly area toward the
bottom of the troposphere (Figures 6D–F). This phenomenon
was very easy to detect in May, when another positive temperature
anomaly center formed in the troposphere at high latitudes and
counteracted the negative anomaly center in stratosphere, which

FIGURE 7 | (A) Composite AOI within the following 90 days after the start of eight historical positive AOI events. (B) Composite vertical ZCA profile within the
following 90 days after the start of these eight positive AOI events. (C1–C8) Daily AOIs for the eight positive AOI events. (D1–D8) Vertical ZCA profiles for the eight positive
AOI events.
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led to a very dense isoline zone of the temperature anomaly at high
latitudes near 300 hPa (Figure 6F). The strong negative
temperature anomaly that appeared at the top of the
stratosphere in the mid and low latitudes, together with the
positive temperature anomaly at the top of the stratosphere at
high latitudes, started to form the characteristic of a negative AO
anomaly, which was opposite to that of the lower layers.

Analysis of the Circulation Influence on the
Arctic Oscillation Based on Eight Historical
Periods
Here, eight positive AOI periods were selected to determine the
circulation influence on the AO by contrasting the zonal and
meridional circulation anomaly variabilities in each period.

The development of positive AOI periods is similar to previous
studies (Limpasuvan et al., 2005; Kuroda, 2008; Birner and
Albers, 2017), which is marked by anomalously low wave
activity and descending westerly anomalies over the depth of
the polar stratosphere in the incipient stage and rapid weakening
of the circumpolar wind in the end (Limpasuvan et al., 2005). But
the role of ZCA as an indicator and intermediate product of the
UPPW-AO interaction has not been fully revealed in the previous
studies, which is the focus of this section.

The eight positive AOI periods, which were typical and
continuous, were selected from 1970 to present. The months in
which the periods occurred were January 1989, February 1990,
February 1997, March 2011, November 2011, November 2013,
November 2015, and February 2019. The daily time series of the
AOI and average vertical cross-section of the corresponding zonal and
meridional circulation anomalies between 60 and 90°N at 17 levels
(from 1,000 hPa to 10 hPa) during the eight periods show that obvious
strong positive zonal circulation anomalies appeared in the mid and

upper stratosphere when a positive AOI anomaly occurred (Figure 7).
This phenomenon was extremely evident in 1989, 1997, and 2013,
when a strong and long-lasting positive ZCA appeared with an
obvious downward trend, and a positive AOI anomaly appeared at
the same time. The positive ZCA showed a powerful downward trend
when the AOI reached its peak (Figures 7C1 and 7D1, January 14–16,
1989; Figures 7C2 and 7D2, February 25–27, 1990; Figures 7C3 and
7D3, March 8–10, 1997; and Figures 7C4 and 7D4, March 21, 2011),
which indicated the typical ZCA development mode. In the typical
ZCA development mode, the positive ZCA sourced from the upper
stratosphere developed toward the stratosphere in the strong positive
phase of the AO, then weakened and finally substituted by negative
ZCA centers in the following negative phase of the AO. This typical
development mode of the ZCA in positive AOI periods can be clearly
seen in the composite picture of the eight historical periods
(Figures 7A and 7B). The composite data were calculated by
averaging the ZCA variability over all eight periods.

Formal statistical analysis was performed to determine the
relationship between the ZCA and the AOI using the concept of
division analysis. In the eight historical periods described above,
all 480 days were used to conduct this statistical analysis. The
ZCA and AOI were averaged daily, from which 480 samples were
obtained. The four divided districts of the scatter diagrams were
distinguished according to the following rules:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
A : AOI > 0,ZCA> 0,
B : AOI > 0,ZCA< 0,
C : AOI < 0,ZCA< 0,
D : AOI < 0,ZCA> 0.

(2)

Because the sample size of district A far outweighed that of district
D and had 15 times asmany points as that of district D for 10–30 hPa
and 10–1,000 hPa (Figures 8B and 8C), the positive AOI periods
always coexisted with a positive ZCA. In addition, strong positive

FIGURE 8 | (A) Scatter diagram of the ZCA and AOI for eight historical events and four divided districts (10–30 hPa; 10–1,000 hPa). (B) Number of samples in the
four divided districts at 10–1,000 hPa. (C) Number of samples in the four divided districts at 10–30 hPa.
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ZCA centers accumulated in the upper stratosphere because the
average ZCA between 10 hPa and30 hPa was up to 2 times larger
than those at 10–1,000 hPa under the same positive AOI (Figure 8A),
while the sample distribution at 10–30 hPa (Figure 8C) in the four
districts was generally the same as that for 10–1,000 hPa (Figure 8B).
In summary, the positive ZCA in the upper stratosphere played a
major contribution in the selected positive AOI periods. It is
noteworthy that the negative ZCA in the 10–30 hPa samples was
also larger than that for 10–1,000 hPa under the same negative AOI,
which means that upper level abnormal changes in the zonal

circulation occurred over a larger scale than at lower levels.
Consistent with the results of climate simulations, the strong
upper level westerly variability in the Northern Hemisphere
caused a powerful disturbance in the upper level circulation
(Charney and Drazin, 1961; Shuwen and Jun 2013), which was
represented by a large ZCA during the positive AOI periods. This
large ZCA in the upper stratosphere caused downward ZCA
propagation, thus changing the geopotential height field in the
lower troposphere (Baldwin and Dunkerton, 1999). The
consequent GHA finally induced variability in the AOI.

FIGURE 9 | Positive AOI event days (calculated according to the standard in Section Development of Positive Arctic Oscillation Index Events) in (A) 1957, (B) 1967,
(C) 1976, (D) 1978, (E) 1986, (F) 1988, (G) 1990, (H) 1991, (I) 1992, (J) 2004, (K) early 2011, (l) late 2011, and (M) the winter and spring of 2019/2020.
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The Splitting Characteristics of the Positive
Arctic Oscillation Index Event in the Winter
and Spring of 2019/2020
Before the winter and spring of 2019/2020, 12 positive AOI events
had occurred (according to the standard for positive AOI events
described in Section Development of Positive Arctic Oscillation
Index Events). None of these events exhibited a gap, i.e., a small
break (often shorter than 3 days) between two positive AOI events
(Figures 9A–l). However, the events in the winter and spring of
2019/2020 were separated by a gap (Figure 9M). The first positive
AOI event ended on January 22, 2020, and the second positive AOI
event began on January 25, 2020; the gap occurred on January 23
and 24. The formation of this gap was detailed in Section The Role
of PlanetaryWaves in the Development of Positive Arctic Oscillation
Index Periods. Such gaps are rare because theUPPWneeds to occur
at the same time as the appropriate polar vortex. If the polar vortex
is too weak, the positive AOI event will end due to the influence of
theUPPW. If the polar vortex is too strong, theUPPWcannot have
an impact of the sufficient scale to cause a gap in the event. In
addition, even if the polar vortex is appropriate, the gap will not
develop without the UPPW. In conclusion, a gap in a positive AOI
event is very unlikely and has been observed only once, in the
winter and spring of 2019/2020.

ANALYSIS OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE
POSITIVE ARCTIC OSCILLATION INDEX
EVENT IN THE WINTER AND SPRING OF
2019/2020

Interannual Influence
Previous studies had shown that the AO is the mode that explains
the largest amount of variance at interannual timescales in the
Northern Hemisphere, which means that positive AOI periods

are an important indicator of temperature and precipitation
variation in the Northern Hemisphere (Thompson and
Wallace, 1998; Daoyi and Shaowu, 2003). Correspondingly,
global climate change may affect these periods. Consequently,
the large scale climate anomaly from January to March 2020 was
inevitably connected with the strong positive AOI periods. In this
section, the connection between positive AOI periods and climate
is discussed.

In general, positive AOI periods correspond to a poleward shift in
the zonal-average mid-latitude jet, the shrinkage of the polar vortex
region, and the strengthening of the polar vortex.When positive AOI
periods occur in the Northern Hemisphere, the zonal circulation is
dominant, with a zonal flow field. The cold air is restricted to the
polar region without large-scale movement; thus, the air mass
exchange between the cold air and warm air is weak, and the
trough-ridge system cannot develop normally in the midlatitudes,
leading to less precipitation in these areas (Xie et al., 2017b). However,
the relationship is dependent on the region of interest. Scientists have
also found negative AO phases that led to lower precipitation in
Europe (the 2018 and 2019 SSWs) (Rao et al., 2020a).

It can be seen from Figure 10B that the ZCA was in strong
control of the Northern Hemisphere. The dominance of the ZCA
corresponded with the dominance of the zonal circulation
(Figure 4C). The dominance of the zonal circulation
weakened the trough and ridge system in the midlatitudes,
restricted the polar vortex in the polar region and high
latitudes (Figure 10B), and prevented air exchange between
the polar region and the high latitudes from January to
March. Consequently, the strong temperature anomaly
(maximum: 8 K, minimum: −4 K) was concentrated in
northern Eurasia and over the entire Arctic Ocean
(Figure 10A), while relatively weaker temperature anomalies
(±3 K) occurred over the mid and low latitudes (Hu et al., 2014).

The precipitation distribution in the Northern Hemisphere
exhibited anomalies concentrated in the polar region and high
latitudes where the circulation and temperature anomaly centers

FIGURE 10 | (A) Average temperature anomaly at 300 hPa in the Northern Hemisphere from January to March 2020. (B) Average ZCA at 300 hPa in the Northern
Hemisphere from January to March 2020.
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mentioned above were mainly distributed. The strong polar
vortex during the positive AOI periods (Figures 3–6) caused
more precipitation in northern Asia and the eastern polar region.
Precipitation in the eastern polar region increased sharply due to
the positive temperature anomaly there (Figure 10A).

The precipitation anomaly distribution (Figure 11C)
coincided substantially with that of the temperature anomaly
(Figure 10A), which likely occurred because warm (cold) air
leads to ascending (descending) motion and more (less)
precipitation. The cold, dry air from polar regions controlled
northern North America, while warm air dominated over
northern Asia (temperature distribution in Figure 10A). The
former induced a local negative precipitation anomaly with weak
meridional air exchange, while the latter induced a local positive
precipitation anomaly. The winter and spring of 2019/2020 is
relatively dry compared with the historical average, so the
increased precipitation centers were obvious, mainly
distributed in northern Asia.

Seasonal Influence
The global precipitation from October 2019 to March 2020 was
generally low compared with the historical average value
(1970–2020) for the same period (Figures 11B and 11C).
Under the influence of the positive AOI event, the
precipitation in the high latitudes and polar region showed
obvious changes. Compared with that from October to
December, the precipitation in the eastern region and
boundary line of the polar region increased greatly from
January to March (Figures 11B and 11C), when the positive
AOI event occurred (Figure 11A). The precipitation anomaly
was caused mainly by the positive temperature anomaly in the
eastern polar region (Figure 10A), which was produced by the

strong ZCA that the restricted polar region’s air exchanges with
the outside (Figure 10B). Notably, there were strong
precipitation anomalies along 60°N latitude (Figure 11C),
which was the boundary of the polar vortex (Figure 3). The
strong positive precipitation anomalies may have been caused by
the encounter of air masses, both of which had substantial
differences in temperature and water vapor content to the other.

CONCLUSION

Based on the analysis of the AOI and related atmospheric
components, there were two positive AOI periods in the
winter and spring of 2019/2020. The two periods were part of
a large positive AOI event. The event split into two events because
the appropriate polar vortex and UPPW variation conditions
occurred; such a split is rare and has not been observed in any of
the 12 positive AOI events (except this one) in history.

The three stages of UPPW variation caused the two positive
AOI periods in the winter and spring of 2019/2020. Previous
studies have focused on the influence of high-intensity UPPWs,
for instance, the negative AOIs and SSWs. However, our studies
have shown that with an appropriate polar vortex, a relatively
low-intensity UPPW can also have an influence, i.e., creating the
gap in the positive AOI event. The UPPWs had substantial
impacts on the geopotential height and temperature in polar
regions, although they did not cause a reversal in the gradients of
the geopotential height and temperature before they diminished
(Figure 2A). Consequently, the UPPWs did not necessarily lead
to negative AOIs or SSWs when the original polar vortex was too
strong to be reversed; instead, UPPWs merely caused the gap
during which the AOI decreased to a smaller but still positive

FIGURE 11 | (A) AOI from October 1, 2019, to March 31, 2020. (B) Average global precipitation anomaly from October to December. (C) Average global
precipitation anomaly from January to March.
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value because the waves were not strong enough to induce a
negative AOI period. This gap formed the boundary between the
two positive AOI periods.

The ZCA in the upper stratosphere is rarely studied. The role of
ZCA as an indicator and intermediate product of the UPPW-AO
interaction has not been revealed; previous studies have focused
mainly on the enhancement of ZCA at different pressure levels in
the polar regions during positive AOI periods (Sewall and Sloan,
2001; Darby et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2020; Lawrence et al., 2020;
Limoges et al., 2020). As the intermediate product of UPPWs
acting on the polar vortex, ZCA was an accurate indicator of the
UPPW influence on stratospheric circulation patterns during
positive AOI periods, especially when the meridional circulation
was weak enough to be ignored.

The strong ZCA and weak meridional circulation in the
mid and high latitudes (from 45° to 70°) led to weakened ridge-
trough systems. This circulation condition inhibited the air
exchange between the polar region and lower latitudes, which
caused the strong negative temperature anomaly in the polar
region and the moderate positive temperature anomaly in the
mid and high latitudes. In addition, the precipitation in
northern North America, northern Eurasia, all of
Greenland, central Baffin Island, and western China
showed anomalies from January to March 2020. The
positive AOI event in this year caused the temperature
anomaly and ZCA that led to more precipitation in the
western polar region and northern Eurasia and extremely
reduced precipitation throughout the eastern polar region,
Greenland, central Baffin Island, northern Africa, and
northern China. This is consistent with previous research
showing large observed surface temperature and precipitation
anomalies during the positive phase of the AO (Darby et al.,
2012; Kim et al., 2020; Lawrence et al., 2020).

The circulation anomalies and consequent climate changes in
the Northern Hemisphere were caused by UPPW variations in

the two positive AOI periods in the winter and spring of 2019/
2020. This study mainly focused on the circulation and planetary
waves in the stratosphere of the Northern Hemisphere, based on
which the characteristics and causes of the positive AOI periods
in the winter and spring of 2019/2020 were analyzed. In addition,
the influence of these two positive AOI periods on climate
variability in the Northern Hemisphere was also analyzed to
provide methods for enhancing S2S predictability (Taguchi, 2018;
Rao et al., 2019a; Rao et al., 2020a; Domeisen et al., 2020b; Rao
et al., 2020b; Ma et al., 2020; Minami and Takaya, 2020).
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